
 

GLOBAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT NEED OF THE HOUR 

Disasters, Communities and Empowerment: Disaster risk is on the increase throughout the globe. 

Over the past 2 to 3 decades, the economic losses and also the range of individuals who are 

plagued by natural disasters have hyperbolic sooner than each economic and growth. The 

physical, social and economic losses caused by these disasters ar notably harsh for developing 

countries since they need a long-range result within the development method. The impacts of the 

disasters ar deeply connected with the socio-economic conditions, traditions, cultures, and 

climates of communities. the foremost common parts of community involvement ar partnership, 

participation, management and possession by the native individuals. the stress of disaster 

management efforts ought to concentrate on communities and also the folks that board them. 

Unless the disaster management efforts ar property at individual and community level, it's tough 

to cut back the losses and scale of the tragedy. Opportunities ar required wherever individuals is 

concerned from the initial programming stage of disaster management activities 

With continuous change within the global surroundings and climate, the world is obtaining a lot 

of and a lot of liable to numerous forms of disasters on a daily basis. Indeed, it wouldn’t be 

incorrect to state that disasters ar inevitable, no matter, what we do, we have a tendency to 

cannot extremely avoid them. The natural forces ar sturdy enough to shake up the core of the 

strongest and most advanced economies. whereas declared that, one could believe that there's 

nothing he/she will do to traumatize natural calamities, however it's not fully an accurate thought 

there. 

While the disasters can't be averted, we will be ready to require actions as presently as they hit, 

to serve the affected population. Disaster management techniques ar one in every of the foremost 

crucial things one should learn, to save lots of oneself and serve others. in conjunction with the 

disaster management techniques, what saves the population at massive from more damages is 

Disaster Relief. 

Although the govt. runs varied disaster relief operations at the affected sites, we, Fortis 

Foundation, supplement them to act on a bigger scale and serve in providing best in class 

medical support. With the help of volunteers and specially trained team, we have a tendency to 



 

act to assist the population, that goes through adversity. we've extended disaster relief to over 

twenty five,000 lives within the previous couple of disasters in Chennai, J&K and nepal. 

Heartbeats taken timely amongst silent prayers, junk scattered for miles, homes unrecognisable, 

treasures lost amidst the trodden smell of mud, wherever broken chairs and teddy bears lieyan 

apocalyptic nightmare meets the attention when a disaster. the good Indian Ocean tidal wave of 

2004, with a price of three hundred,000, tired civilization in several elements of southeast asia. 

wherever at the beginning of the day, individuals were going concerning their traditional lives, at 

the top of the day millions were battling reality of tens of thousands of dead or missing relatives, 

destroyed homes, and shattered lives. The thousands of corpses hanging on trees or washed 

abreast of beaches at once began to rot within the tropical heat, and exposed the pitiful, ragged 

state of disaster management system in India. At a time of worldwide changes, it's very 

important that India pays attention to its disaster management facilities. Disaster management 

may be a continuous method by that people, teams and communities manage hazards in a trial to 

ameliorate the impact of disaster. Thanks to the country’s distinctive geoclimatic location, hr of 

the ground is liable to earthquakes; sixty eight to drought; eight p.c to cyclones and 12-tone 

music to floods. India has practised several major natural disasters within the past few years, that 

has created USA understand that the requirement of the hour is to adopt a multi-dimensional, 

multi-disciplinary and multi-sectoral approach produce|to make|to form} a strong system which 

may create awareness, with efficiency stop disaster and manage once the disaster has taken 

place. tho' government has taken baby steps therein direction, there's a yawning gap between 

what's planned and what's enforced. the requirement of the hour is an integrated effort to gather 

and compile knowledge, together with data and native information on disaster history and 

response patterns. Another want is an Early Warning System to supply timely data, targeting the 

vital minutes before disasters once measures is taken to attenuate harm. Another demand may be 

a reliable and cost-effective telecommunications link for humanitarian relief and help agencies, 

in conjunction with a transportable telemedicine system with satellite property. Equally vital is to 

stay in mind the vulnerability of vital infrastructure. Hence, agencies ought to be equipped with 

electrical and star generators, lighting instrumentality, fuel, star cookers and alternative 

technologies to require care of power offer and basic desires. Safe water handiness with 

inexpensive, native treatment facilities is very important throughout post-disaster things for 

sanitation and to avoid occurrence of alternative epidemics. work force is of significant 



 

importance. it's imperative to coach personnel for effective sorting and initial aid—the lack of 

coaching may be a prime concern. Equally relevant is to own regular follow drills to coach the 

population to help in relief activities within the event of a disaster. property of efforts is vital. 

Unless the systems ar maintained in shape, all efforts are futile. To summarize, we have a 

tendency to should take an integrated approach to make a Culture of Disaster state and 

interference, within which individuals in danger receive, understand, and influence the warning 

data sent. we have a tendency to understand that the surprising will happen at any time and that 

we cannot management the surprising, we will management however we have a tendency to set 

up and respond. If enough range of management layers are superimposed, it is assured that 

disaster isn't left to likelihood. 

In brief, it's evident that disaster management isn't a complete activity. A well-structured people-

centric, coordinated and integrated effort is that the want, of the hour, to traumatize disaster and 

emergency things within the country. The work ought to begin from rock bottom to the top: the 

community ought to take up the possession of the activity. The community will act at once 

during a cohesive and economical manner, after they are well trained with their boosted and that 

they recognized. The role of native autonomy in managing natural disasters is of dominant 

importance and effective, technical and sensible familiarised capability development exercises 

got to be provided to the Panchayathi rule establishments throughout the country, as India is 

taken into account the “theatre of disasters”. beyond question, we will say that team effort, with 

the “effective” participation of state and community, will create a distinction to disaster 

management programmes. Effective management is feasible as long as a comprehensive set up 

and implementation mechanism programmes are hired out. The post-tsunami scenario offers us a 

grave lesson to be told regarding the do’s and don’ts that ought to be practiced giving insight into 

activities that require to be employed; the role and responsibilities of every and each one who ar 

directly or indirectly plagued by the disaster; then on. Such a study, analysis and implementation 

may facilitate contribute in reducing or eliminating the results arising within the wake of a 

disaster or any quite emergency that shakes the complete material of a community or the lives of 

the individuals. The linkage between urban growth, temperature change adaptation, and property 

development ought to be obvious. Measures to manage urban growth and adaptation to 

temperature change can got to be integrated into methods for poorness reduction to make sure 

property development. The land management perspective and also the role of the operational part 



 

of land administration systems, therefore, desires high-level political support and recognition. 

The active involvement of disaster-affected individuals within the pre and post-disaster 

initiatives isn't a desire however a requisite to traumatize disasters during a more practical and 

economical means. 
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